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Morality and the Emotions 2011-10-27

emotions shape our mental and social lives but their relation to morality is problematic are they sources of moral knowledge or obstacles to morality fourteen original articles by leading scholars in moral psychology and philosophy of mind explore the relation between emotions and practical rationality value autonomy and moral identity

Morality and the Language of Conduct 1963

since its first publication in 1996 law and morality has filled a long standing need for a contemporary canadian textbook in the philosophy of law now in its third edition this anthology has been thoroughly revised and updated and includes new chapters on equality judicial review and terrorism and the rule of law the volume begins with essays that explore general questions about morality and law surveying the traditional literature on legal positivism and contemporary debates about the connection between law and morality these essays explore the tensions between law as a protector of individual liberty and as a tool of democratic self rule and introduce debates about adjudication and the contribution of feminist approaches to the philosophy of law new material on the chinese canadian head tax case is also featured the second part of law and morality deals with philosophical questions as they apply to contemporary issues excerpts from judicial decisions as well as essays by practicing lawyers are included to provide theoretically informed legal analyses of the issues striking a balance between practical and more analytic philosophical approaches the volume s treatment of the philosophy of law as a branch of political philosophy enables students to understand law in its function as a social institution law and morality has proved to be an essential text in both departments of philosophy and faculties of law and this latest edition brings the debates fully up to date filling gaps in the previous editions and adding to the array of contemporary issues previously covered

Morality and the Law 1971

the premise of this ethical theory anthology is that the study of ethics represents above all else participation in the thinking of a long tradition of philosophers organized historically by philosopher the book provides an introductory chapter on ethical concepts and helpful commentary and study questions throughout the reading selections morality and the good life is substantial enough for a full course in ethics but it is concise enough to allow the instructor time to include other approaches in addition to the classic texts and materials presented in this volume

Law and Morality 2007-01-01

ever since know thyself was inscribed at delphi western philosophers have struggled to understand the relations between morality and self interest this edited volume of essays pushes forward one of the oldest and most important debates in philosophy is morality a check on self interest or is it in one s self interest to be moral can morality and self interest be understood independently of each other christopher morris the trouble with justice mathias risse nietzsche on selfishness justice and the duties of the higher men richard joyce
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morality schmorality david schmidtz because it s right thomas nagel the value of inviolability samuel scheffler potential congruence stephen finlay too much morality terence irwin scotus and the possibility of moral motivation ralph wedgwood butler on virtue self interest and human nature julia annas virtue ethics and the charge of egoism w d falk morality self and others paul bloomfield why it s bad to be bad joel kupperman classical and sour forms of virtue michael stocker shame and guilt self interest and morality

Morality and the Good Life 2004

much of what we could do we shouldn t and we don t mark osiel shows that common morality expressed as shame outrage and stigma is society s first line of defense against transgressions social norms can be indefensible but when they complement the law they can save us from an alternative that is far worse a repressive legal regime

Morality and the Law 1979

unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy

Morality and the Good Life 1984

john finnis is a pioneer in the development of a new yet classically grounded theory of natural law his work offers a systematic philosophy of practical reasoning and moral choosing that addresses the great questions of the rational foundations of ethical judgments the identification of moral norms human agency and the freedom of the will personal identity the common good the role and functions of law the meaning of justice and the relationship of morality and politics to religion and the life of faith the core of finnis theory articulated in his seminal work natural law and natural rights has profoundly influenced later work in the philosophy of law and moral and political philosophy while his contributions to the ethical debates surrounding nuclear deterrence abortion euthanasia sexual morality and religious freedom have powerfully demonstrated the practical implications of his natural law theory this volume which gathers eminent moral legal and political philosophers and theologians to engage with john finnis work offers the first sustained critical study of finnis contribution across the range of disciplines in which rational and morally upright choosing is a central concern it includes a substantial response from finnis himself in which he comments on each of their 27 essays and defends and develops his ideas and arguments

Morality and Self-Interest 2007-12-14

this book develops an account of morality freedom and reason that breaks with many leading currents of modern thought starting from an analysis of moral judgment it branches
a complete survey of himma’s acclaimed work in general jurisprudence and a restatement of his influential take on inclusive legal positivism in dialogue with its chief rivals this book offers an overview of the methodology of conceptual analysis in legal theory and its grounding in moral philosophy

this book takes a fresh look at two of the most controversial topics in hobbes’s philosophy morality and sovereignty it distinguishes between the two versions of the covenant provided by hobbes one of which establishes a genuine system or morality based on the golden rule and the other which justifies the absolute power of the sovereign the author defends the moral theory through an examination of the various alternatives and the theory of sovereignty by testing it against historical experience

this book invites philosophers and their students to consider two of the most fundamental questions in moral and political philosophy why be moral and what does morality require distinguished philosopher james p sterba presents his unique views on these topics sterba first argues from rationality to morality and then from morality to substantial equality prominent scholars charles w mills candace a vogler anita superson russ shafer landau allan f gibbard gerald gaus and tibor machan provide thought provoking critical responses in the final part sterba addresses these critiques inviting readers to explore the various arguments and reach their own conclusions on these fundamental questions of moral and political philosophy morality the why and what of it is an essential text for all students and scholars of ethics and political philosophy

this book is about human nature and human behavior in it the author explores in understandable language the sources and patterns of human behavior the evolution and characteristics of standards of proper behavior and the societal institutions that articulate and enforce those standards which are called morality he examines in particular the role of modern government with respect to morality
The Concept of Morals 2011-07-01

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world's literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work

Regulativ die Kriegseinquartierung für die Stadt Waldheim betr 1866

this is a new release of the original 1939 edition

Reason, Morality, and Law 2013-03-21

this volume is a revised enlarged and broadened version of gert's classic 1970 book the moral rules advocating an approach he terms morality as impartial rationality gert here presents a full discussion of his moral theory adding a wealth of new illuminating detail to his analysis of the concepts rationality irrationality good evil and impartiality by which he defines morality he constructs a moral system that includes rules prohibiting the kinds of actions that cause evil procedures for determining when violation of the rules is permitted and ideals which encourage actions that prevent or relieve suffering to be valid gert argues any such system must be a public system that applies to all rational persons the book concludes with a discussion of medical ethics demonstrating the link between moral theory and its application to real moral problems

Morality and Metaphysics 2021-06-17

contemporary moral philosophers have produced an enormous amount of rich and varied published work on virtually all the issues falling within the scope of ethics and moral philosophy morality and the good life is a comprehensive survey of contemporary ethical theory which collects thirty four selections on morality and the theory of value emphasizing value theory metaethics and normative ethics it is non technical and accessible to a wide range of readers selections are organized under six main topics 1 concepts of goodness 2 what things are good 3 virtues and ethics 4 realism vs anti realism 5 value and obligation and 6 the value and meaning of life the text includes both a substantial general introduction featuring explanatory summaries of all the selections and an extensive topical bibliography which enhance the volume's research and pedagogical utility the most up to date and wide ranging survey of its kind morality and the good life is ideal for advanced undergraduate and graduate courses in contemporary ethical theory moral philosophy and theory of value

Morality and the Nature of Law 2018

perhaps more than any other scholar michael moore has argued that there are deep and necessary connections between metaphysics morality and law moore has developed every
contour of a theory of criminal law from philosophy of action to a theory of causation indeed not only is he the central figure in retributive punishment but his moral realist position places him at the center of many jurisprudential debates comprising of essays by leading scholars this volume discuses and challenges the work of michael moore from one or more of the areas where he has made a lasting contribution namely law morality metaphysics psychiatry and neuroscience the volume begins with a riveting contribution by heidi hurd wherein she takes an unadorned and unabashed look at the man behind this monumental body of work full of both triumphs and sadness a number of essays focus on moore s view of the purpose and justification of the criminal law specifically his endorsement of retributivism and legal moralism the book then addresses moore s work in the various aspects of the general part of the criminal law including moore s position on how to understand criminal acts for double jeopardy purposes moore s claim that accomplice liability is superfluous moore s views about the culpability of negligence and the relationship between that view and proximate causation furthermore the subject of defences in criminal law is addressed including self defence as well as the intersection of the psychiatry cognitive neuroscience and the criminal law also discussed are features of morality and moore s work in general jurisprudence finally moore concludes the volume with an essay that defends and delineates the features of his views

Morality and Sovereignty in the Philosophy of Hobbes
2014-01-14

the basis of morality is a philosophical work by british author and social reformer annie besant in this book besant explores the foundations of moral principles examining the role of religion culture and individual conscience in shaping our understanding of right and wrong besant s thought provoking analysis offers readers a chance to reflect on the nature of morality and the factors that influence our ethical beliefs

Morality 2012-02-28

first published in 1997 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Human Nature, Morality and the State 2005-10

ross poole displays the social content of the various conceptions of morality at work in contemporary society and casts a strikingly fresh light on such fundamental problems as the place of reason in ethics moral objectivity and the distinction between duty and virtue the book provides a critical account of the moral theories of a number of major philosophers including kant marx nietzsche habermas rawls gewirth and macintyre it also presents a systematic critique of three of the most significant responses to modernity liberalism nationalism and nihilism it takes seriously the suggestion that men and women are subject to different conceptions of morality and places the issue of gender at the centre of moral philosophy poole has written a valuable addition to the ideas series
Moral Laws 2008-06

morality and the movies presents the ideal introduction to philosophical ethics for film lovers dan shaw uses a series of sixteen popular films including hotel rwanda casablanca citizen kane a clockwork orange dead man walking and full metal jacket to illustrate all the major ethical theories and key contemporary moral issues the book provides a brief summary and philosophical interpretation of each film with reference throughout to primary philosophical sources a unique pedagogical feature is that each chapter begins with a five step summary of the theoretical position in question and a critical evaluation of its strengths and weaknesses through a specific film topics covered include divine authority the social contract moral relativism virtue ethics freedom and determinism euthanasia capital punishment war and terrorism abortion business ethics ideal for undergraduate students coming to philosophical ethics for the first time this book utilizes popular film to introduce a central topic in the study of philosophy

Morality and the Mystical Body 2013-10

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work

Morality and the State 1859

this comprehensive anthology includes classic and contemporary readings in moral theory a wide array of essays that address today s most philosophically interesting and controversial ethical and political issues includes an ethical theory overview shows relevance of traditional and contemporary writers key topics features articles on self interest and morality rule utilitarianism and the conflict between duty and sentiment features readings on life and death terrorism internment in time of war distribution of scarce medical resources and the survival lottery features essays on democracy capitalism and its ethos multiculturalism identity and reparations extensive coverage of violence terrorism and war as well as relativism and grounds of morality market for those involved in social or political ethical decision making

Morality 1989

why do we consider incest wrong even when it occurs between consenting adults unable to have children why are words that gross us out more likely to be deemed obscene and denied the protection of the first amendment in a world where a gruesome photograph can decisively influence a jury and homosexual behavior is still condemned by some as unnatural it is worth asking is our legal system really governed by the power of reason or do we allow a primitive human emotion disgust to guide us in our lawmaking in objection psychologists debra lieberman and carlton patrick examine disgust and its impact on the legal system to show why the things that we find stomach turning so often become the things that we
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render unlawful shedding light on the evolutionary and psychological origins of disgust the
authors reveal how ancient human intuitions about what is safe to eat or touch or who
would make an advantageous mate have become co opted by moral systems designed to
condemn behavior and identify groups of people ripe for marginalization over time these
moral stances have made their way into legal codes and disgust has thereby served as the
impetus for laws against behaviors almost universally held to be disgusting corpse
desecration bestiality and as the implicit justification for more controversial prohibitions
homosexuality use of pornography written with a critical eye on current events lieberman
and patrick build a case for a more reasoned approach to lawmaking in a system that often
confuses gross with wrong

Morality and the Good Life 1997

in a letter to boccaccio petrarch extolled the virtue of poetry and letters for promoting an
understanding of both human nature and morals the letter was designed to console him
after hearing a prediction that he was soon to die and that he ought to renounce poetry the
prophecy came from an elder renowned for his piety but petrarch admonished that too often
dishonesty and fraud are couched in religious sentiments nothing not even death according
to petrarch ought to divert us from literature for petrarch virgil was the source for
understanding how literary studies not only promote eloquence but enhance morals if
anything literature dispels the fear of death the claims of this volume is that it may be the
case that the virtuous life can be achieved by those ignorant of letters but a more direct and
certain route is guaranteed by a devotion to literature the collected works in this new
volume of the transaction series religion and public lifeheeds petrarch s advice that
literature not only orients us to life s developmental stages it can provide us with a more
complete understanding of the human character while artfully advancing morals to this end
michelle darnell s opening chapter entitled a new age of reason explains how existentialism
is an argument for how literature can take on philosophical form not as formal argument but
as persuasive narrative over the objections of even those who study sartre darnell uses
sartre s the age of reasons a model and shows how his literary output was a legitimate
philosophical inquiry in addition to the darnell piece the volume boasts a series of
outstanding and innovative works by scholars in the field taken together as a whole these
authors not only illustrate the moral consequences of an original choice but oblige the
reader to explore the ramifications of such a choice in one s own life

Legal, Moral, and Metaphysical Truths 2016-04-14

with the conviction that the gap between traditional morality and the avant garde approach
is widening erwin w lutzer offers this precise easy to understand and knowledgeable
critique of situation ethics this presentation adds new insights to the discussion of morality
and the ethic of love lutzer pinpoints the fallacies of the situationist s philosophy and offers
a biblical alternative that clearly recognizes and deals with moral conflicts

The Basis of Morality 2019-12-02

henri bergson 1859 1941 was one of the great philosophers of our era whose concept of
creative evolution continues to dominate a large area of modern thought in bergson’s view the world includes two opposing tendencies life and matter life is dynamic has force and will and struggles for richness and complexity through and beyond matter matter is the congealed residue of creation that has already taken place and according to the laws of nature is in a gradual state of erosion morality and religion bergson shows in the present book may be regarded in similar terms they partake on the one hand of a static principle combining nature’s heritage and the accrual of past forms and a dynamic principle through which morality and religion remain always in crisis always alive to contingency and growth in the course of this study bergson inquires into the nature of moral obligation into the place of religion and the purpose it has served since primitive times into static religion and its value in preserving man from the dangers of his own intelligence into dynamic religion or mysticism as a manifestation of the life force and a means of producing man’s forward leap beyond the limits of the closed society for which nature intended him and into the open society which is the brotherhood of man unedited summary from book cover

Sex, Morality, and the Law 1997

contemporary philosophers have grown increasingly skeptical toward both morality and moral theory some argue that moral theory is a radically misguided enterprise that does not illuminate moral practice while others simply deny the value of morality in human life in this important new book louden responds to the arguments of both anti morality and anti theory skeptics in part one he develops and defends an alternative conception of morality which he argues captures more of the central features of both aristotelian and kantian ethics than do other contemporary models and enables the central importance of morality to be convincingly reaffirmed in louden’s model morality is primarily a matter of what one does to oneself rather than what one does or does not do to others this model eliminates the gulf that many anti morality critics say exists between morality’s demands and the personal point of view louden further argues that morality’s primary focus should be on agents and their lives rather than on right actions and that it is always better to be morally better i.e. it is impossible to be too moral part two presents louden’s alternative conception of moral theory here again he draws on the work of aristotle and kant showing that their moral theories have far more in common than is usually thought and that those features that they share can be the basis for a viable moral theory that is immune to the standard anti theory objections louden reaffirms the necessity and importance of moral theory in human life and shows that moral theories fulfill a variety of genuine and indispensable human needs

Morality and Modernity 2012-11-12

normative subjects alludes to the fields of morality and law as well as to the entities self and collectivity addressed by these clusters of norms the book explores connections between the two the conception of self that informs this book is the joint product of two multifaceted philosophical strands the constructivist and the hermeneutical various schools of thought view human beings as self creating by pursuing our goals and promoting our projects and so while abiding by the various norms that guide us in these endeavors we also determine human identity the result is an emphasis on a reciprocal relationship between law and morality on the one side and the composition and boundaries of the self on the other in what
medium does this self creation take place and who exactly is the we engaged in it the
answer suggested by the hermeneutical tradition provides the book with its second main
theme like plays and novels human beings are constituted by meaning and these meanings
vary in their level of abstraction self creation is a matter of fixing and elaborating these
meanings at different levels of abstraction the individual the collective and the universal a
key implication of this picture explored in the book is a conception of human dignity as
accruing to us qua authors of the values and norms by which we define our selves
individually and collectively

Morality and the Movies 2012-05-17

this volume brings together a number of new essays by leading nietzsche scholars to
examine the philosopher s famous critique of morality and his emphasis on life affirming
values

Morality and the Social Order 2008-06-01

Morality and Moral Controversies 2005

Objection 2018-07-03

Morality and the Literary Imagination 2017-09-14

The Morality Gap 1972

The Two Sources of Morality and Religion 1935

Morality and the Inner Life 1979

Morality and Moral Theory 1992-05-28
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